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Wood's Queen

Information:

Name: Wood's Queen

Theme: Fantasy

Production year: 1976

Type: Electro-mechanical (EM)

Features:

1 playfield

2 flippers
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3 pop bumpers

1-bank spot target (6)

6-bank spot targets (1)
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As others have said here this really doesn't compare to Car Mechanic Simulator 2015, a game which I love and have nearly 200
hours into. The graphics are good, but the gameplay and UI is very slow and clunky. Mouse movement is very slow and
inaccurate, making it difficult to tag smaller parts. The camera angles are the biggest problem. They're very awkward and
limiting - in some cases you have to get to a very particular angle just to see the bolts you are trying to remove. Also the order of
parts during removal is a bit off to me. In order to remove a head gasket, which required removal of the manifold, I had to
remove the entire exhaust system all the way back to, and including, the stacks.

I only paid $3 for this, so it's hard to feel ripped off, but I don't see myself playing it much more than the hour I've spent on it.
Pass on this, get CMS2015 if you don't have it..
\u0420\u0435\u043a\u043e\u043c\u0435\u043d\u0434\u0443\u0435\u043c....\u0438\u0433\u0440\u0443 \u0432
\u0441\u0435\u0442\u043a\u0435). Extremely bland platformer.

All the cons you've read hundreds of times before, as usual per indie games:

* Obnoxious controls.

* Lazy (non-existant) writing.

* Boring and extremely repetitive gameplay.

* Poor (or rather, cheap) graphics.

Adding insult to injury, this is "version 0.0.3", so technically you could call it "Early Access", yet it's marked as "released",
almost a year ago.

Ignore this game, don't support lazy devs.. Despite the game is just around 2£ it is rather disappointing anyway.
The idea is great but kinda unsufficient.
The game will generate random rooms that are incredibly easy to solve.
So, yes, it's kinda cool as it's the first game in VR to bring that concept but the replayability is not great as the number of
different rooms is pretty limited and anyway the difficulty is so low that once you had a first run through, there is no real
challenge at replaying the game.

Major flaw too is that the game will not work properly below a space of 4mX4m and that is really a shame as there are lots of
ways to adapt to the size of your room.

Good idea though !. At the beginning i was in love with this game after i found nathan and then after i hated it, after texting for
a damn hour i cant get the idiot to go upstairs. Hes got an IQ of a squirrel. I love the idea but seriously this dude cant follw
directions to save his life. you go to bedroom that has the locked closet but god forbid this idiot go upstairs to look for a damn
key. he really likes looking at a tv for some reason. But the idea is awesome and i wish this guy could follow simple instructions.
Hello Friends! This game is short, hence the small time i put into playing it. Basically you play a game as three bearded men (ZZ
TOP!) and go out into the world on a boat and do different adventures. Simplistic game with minamalist type graphics and
funny sounds. This game would be great for a young child to play. I would say a child of 5 or 6 even. These stories are almost
like a bedtime story.

I won't run a pro/con list to this game as it is quite short and fun. I recommend for young children or for very casual gamers.
This also would be a good game for a young person starting out to play games for the first time or just want a game that is very
easy to play with stories. The stories will repeat after awhile, but there is enough this won't happen for awhile. Recommended
for young children for a clean fun game. Not recommended for hard core gamers.

NOTE: One more point is this game has achievments. So achievement hunters may also want this game for the easy
achievements to get for it..apparently.
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If this is what we can expect from VR games in the (hopefully near) future, we should all be excited. An OUTSTANDING taste
of what's to come. The ending leaves you salivating for MORE!!!. I have changed my review to a thumbs up on this game as the
developer was very quick to fix the issues I had with it. The problems were:

1. On Level 82 I could not progress further because of a graphics bug.

2. On level 63 the car graphics did not fit inside the parking lot

3. The trophies for "completing all levels" and "getting 3 stars on all levels" did not unlock.

The developer responded within hours to my issue and fixed every one of them! He even fixed the stars being mis-
aligned on the level select screen after seeing my screenshot.

I paid 66 cents for this game and got about 1 and 1\/2 hours of enjoyment out of it. There are 100 levels of increasing
difficulty. You have to get your car out of the parking lot by moving the other cars around in a limited number of
moves. Some of the puzzles were quite tricky and took me a few tries to get 3 stars on. I really enjoyed myself and will
probably go back and play it again in the future.

Thanks for a fun time!. Honestly have to say the update absolutly ruins it for me. The new feel can only be described as
weird and ugly... the revamp isnt really what I wanted when I bought this game the orignal concepts are what peeked
my interest enough to buy. Fix it until then Im uninstalling dont have time for this pile.. I found the parts of this game
I could get through dull and unsatisfying. The dialog felt long winded and though the story had a few interesting
creepy moments there were just to few for me; I just didn't feel immersed or pulled in at all.
I found myself frustrated often and unsatisfied with the results once past the trouble spot to the point where it (for me)
wasn't even worth playing anymore once  I managed to get irreparably stuck in the second fresco puzzle by opening the
sketchpad to rearrange the symbols before finding the last one; which after and hour and a half of VERY slowly going
over and over the entire fresco with the candle I gave up trying to find.  I estimate I got through about half the game at
that point.. Short but great follow up to the original story, but I really wish you guys will make a squeal to the original!
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